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A NOTE FROM THE FOUNDER

It’s hard to believe this is our 5th year of the San
Francisco edition of the Deep Learning Summit!
This was our inaugural Deep Learning Summit
back in 2015, and we’ve since taken the event
across the US, Canada, Europe and Asia. It’s
been fantastic to see how the event has grown
over the past few years, from a one-track summit
with 250 attendees, to a 10 stage event over the
course of 3 days for 800+ in attendance.
We’ve been honored to have some world-class
speakers present at the event over the years,
none more so than Ian Goodfellow who has
presented every year since the very first event.
We welcomed over 100 speakers at this year’s
event, who each shared their expertise in talks,
panel discussions, workshops, quick pitch
sessions, and much more.
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2019 is shaping up to be our biggest year yet,
and we're excited to continue the Global Deep
Learning Summit series in London, Boston,
Montreal amongst other exciting new locations.
We also hosted the Women in AI dinner in San
Francisco, which was a huge success, and we're
now looking forward to our next dinner in
London in March.
Our events continue in London this March 19 &
20 for the Deep Learning in Finance Summit.
We’re also looking forward to the 4th edition of
the Deep Learning Summit in Boston this May
23 -24, which will joined by the Deep Learning in
Healthcare Summit and the Deep Learning for
Robotics Summit!
Nikita Johnson
CEO & Founder
RE•WORK

ATTENDEE FEEDBACK
I’m very impressed with everything,
especially the quality of the speakers.
You’re definitely up there with the top
conferences - it will be on my list of must
attends from now on!
Mike Tamir, Uber ATG
The summit was recommended by my
boss and I will be recommending it to all
my colleagues. The quality of speakers is
amazing and you actually get to meet
them here.
Tony Szedlak, AutoOwners Insurance
Getting to meet people who I research
and read about has been amazing. Ian
Goodfellow waited to speak to me everyone has time for the attendees.
Martin Beyeer, FING
This is such a great conference, I'm very
impressed by the speakers! There are so
many speakers here who's work I have
followed and to see that they were here
is amazing!
Anirudh Koul,
Aira
It’s so great to have breakout tracks here,
I think it’s a great idea. You can actually
meet people in the specific fields and
have such great conversations.
Maithra Raghu,
Google Brain
I work for a Japanese company and have
come to learn more on machine learning
and report it back. I have met some very
interesting startups and will be looking
at working with some potentially going
forward.
Junpei Ishikawa, NTT
Comware

DEEP LEARNING STAGE
Deep Learning is the next revolution in AI. This stage focused on bridging the gap between the
latest technological research advancements and real world applications in business and society.
Speakers explored how deep learning is being applied to solve challenges in industries including
healthcare, manufacturing, transport, communications & more.

EXPERT SPEAKERS INCLUDED

Ian Goodfellow
Staff Research
Scientist
Google Brain

Ilya Sutskever
Co-Founder & Chief
Scientist
OpenAI

Sergey Levine
Assistant Professor
UC Berkeley

Jeff Clune
A Sr. Research Scientist
& Founding Member
Uber AI Labs

Shalini Ghosh
Director of AI
Research
Samsung America

Peter Stone
Founder & Director,
Learning Agents
Research Group
University of Texas

Chelsea Finn
Research Scientist &
Post-doctoral Scholar
Google Brain &
Berkeley AI Research

Sara Hooker
A Resident
Google Brain

Karol Hausman
Research Scientist
Google Brain

Tejas Kulkarni
Research Scientist
DeepMind

Emily Watkins
Solution Architect
Pure Storage

Malay Haldar
ML Engineer
Airbnb

PRESENTATION HIGHLIGHTS
Simple, yet general manipulation skills are
beyond the scope of our current methods.
We’re using meta-learning to train systems
across a variety of tasks such that when we
present a new task, the system has a better
idea of what it's doing.
Chelsea Finn, Google Brain &
Berkeley AI Research
We are currently at an unprecedented point in
AI and machine learning. As electric health
records are becoming more accessible, we are
able to use a dataset where multiple people
have taken time to add more details and
features. This helps us handle contrasting
conclusions.
Maithra Raghu, Google Brain

Different brands try to visualize themselves in a
particular way, beyond the logo. We’ve trained
deep neural networks to predict the brand,
without the logo.
Robinson Piramuthu, eBay
I think of GANs as a cool hack to turn an
unsupervised learning problem into a
supervised learning problem. In the last 4
years we’ve come a long way - we’re not able
to make incredible images ad generate these
from scratch using GANs.
Ian Goodfellow, Google
Brain
When you have the same piece of code that
can solve many different problems, you know
that machine learning is in the right trajectory.
Ilya Sutskever, OpenAI

Our first attempt to create downsampling
images was dumb but fast and worked quite
well.
Jeff Clune, Uber AI Labs

AI ASSISTANT STAGE
Live for one day only at the summit, this stage was dedicated to exploring the latest advancements
in AI Assistants. Attendees learnt about the latest technological trends from a global line-up of
experts. Topics covered included NLP, chatbots, robotics, facial recognition, ethics and many more.

EXPERT SPEAKERS INCLUDED

Cathy Pearl
Gokhan Tur
Head, Conversational
Director of
Design Outreach Conversational AI
Google
Uber AI Labs

Deborah Harrison
Sujith Ravi
Sr. Conversational UI Sr. Staff Research
Design Manager
Scientist
Microsoft
Google

Pararth Shah
ML Engineer
Facebook

Adam Cheyer
Ann Thyme-Gobbel
Co-Founder & VIP
Voice UI/UX Design
Engineering/VIP R&D
Lead
Viv Labs/Samsung
Sound United

One of the problems in my work is that labeled
data is hard to obtain. The solution is exploiting
structure in data and use semi-supervsied
learning.
Sujith Ravi, Google
It’s a myth that we have to wait for general AI
to have smarter computers. Issues are solvable
with good design and coding.
Cathy Pearl, Google
Every 10 years, there's a new interaction
paradigm. Last year was the 10th anniversary
of the App Store - no-one is thinking about
apps. It’s time for a new paradigm. AIAs could
be that.
Adam Cheyer, Viv Labs/Samsung
If you go back and check, we realize we're not
truly understanding, we’re just mimicking.
Gokhan Tur, Uber AI Labs

Ofer Ronen
General Manager
Chatbase

Rahul Goel
ML Scientist
Alexa AI

Nikhil Mane
Engineer
Autodesk

INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS STAGE
All RE•WORK events have a focus on both the research progressions and industry applications of
deep learning. Due to the popularity of these specific sessions, we launched the industry application
stage. Attendees learnt how to prepare their organization and customer base for a digitallyenhanced, AI-centric future. Discussions welcomed questions about how to implement AI and foster
an AI culture in Enterprise.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

PRESENTATIONS

CASE STUDY

PANELS

PRESENTATIONS & CLOSING PANEL:
Breaking Through Challenges In Industry Series

Prakhar Mehrotra
Sr. Director of ML
Walmart Labs
Walmart wants to be the
cheapest in the market and
has an omnichannel
philosophy so customers can
get products anywhere at any
time. How do you build a
model that accounts for so
many features that are
present in stores?

Thomas Berg
ML Engineer
Dropbox
Licensing OCR from third
parties or using open source
wasn’t good enough even
though it would’ve been easy
to do. We’re now building
OCR in house at Dropbox to
ensure performance and to
synthesize as much as we
want.

Ashish Bansal
Sr. Engineering Manager
Twitter
With collaborative filtering,
we have a unique advantage
due to user followers - it’s
easy to detect user similarity,
because the user tells us.
Content base is harder at
Twitter scale - the scope for
characters is small and tweets
can be multilingual.

CASE STUDY:
Systems for Feedback and Novelty in Deep
Learning: A Case Study from Coursera

Vinod Bakthavachalam
Sr. Data Scientist
Coursera

“Learning is hard and people drop out, online environments
don't normally have peer or teacher interaction.To overcome this,
we’re creating pop-up messages when students reach certain
parts of the course, recommending review or showing social
proof of passing.”

ETHICS & SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY STAGE
Speakers and attendees explored responsible and ethical approaches to developing AI for the
common good. Discussions included recommendations on positive next steps to put reflections into
practice for the common good.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

PRESENTATIONS

EXTENDED Q&A

PANELS

PRESENTATION: Understanding the Limitations of
AI: When Algorithms Fail
Bias is everywhere in ML. When we teach a machine If
He: King then She: Queen, as it learns more it inherits
negative bias. This algorithm went on to learn that He:
Programmer then She: Homemaker. When we look at
this kind of profiling from the perspective of the law or
other kinds of profiling, it can be dangerous.
Timnit Gebru, Ethical AI Team, Google

PRESENTATION: Three Principles for the
Responsible use of AI
When measuring more abstract things, ML systems are
useful. However, how do we know that the concepts
we build inside the models are the concepts we
expect to be there? This is where bias comes into play.
The key to building models without bias is to find
experts who understand the problem thoroughly.
Joshua Kroll, UC Berkeley

PANEL: Harnessing Automation for a Just World
I’m trying to help the world create a ethical system for
AI. How that actually unpacks at the level of software
is really difficult.
Ben Roome, Ethical Resolve
We have leeway to figure out what constitutes as
valuable. We refine as we go - we see what people are
saying to our agents and we can adjust accordingly.
Deborah Harrison, Microsoft

FUTURESCAPING STAGE
This stage explored the current & future impact of technology to shape a collaborative workforce
and society. Panels, roundtables & presentations discussed the predictions and breakthroughs of
technology and how the industry can build a bright, collaborative future.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

ROUNDTABLE
DISCUSSIONS

PRESENTATIONS

PANELS

PRESENTATION:
Adopting a Machine Learning Mindset: How
to Discover, Develop and Deliver Automation
Marsal Gavalda
Head of ML
Square

“It is really important that we have these conferences to
guide discussions so that society doesn't fall into dystopia!”

PANEL:
Should you be Hiring a Chief AI Officer?

Alan Lee
VP of Data Science
Kohl’s

“This Chief AI Officer is becoming the new CTO. Nobody
would doubt now that a CTO is necessary, but years ago it
wasn’t essential. Data has exploded over the last 10 years
so we can’t ignore the data.”

Robinson Piramuthi
Chief Scientist of
Computer Vision
eBay

“CAIO’s may not yet be essential, but you need a vision for
AI. We think selling an item on eBay should be simple and
natural. We primarily have 2 modalities, NLP and computer
vision, and I’m part of making this vision happen.”

DISCUSSION:
Growth Across Borders: Navigating
International Expansion for AI Companies
Lloyed Lobo
Co-Founder
Boast.AI

“As you expand, you must remember that culture is the
most important thing. One of the key things is finding
people that others like working with, as well as getting the
right skill set.”

INVESTORS & STARTUPS STAGE
AI specific investors and startups alike came together to share their work at the forefront of cutting
edge AI. Attendees heard industry insights and tips from investors to build and grow. With extensive
networking, pitches and panels, this stage enabled attendees to expand their network and create
lifelong connections.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

QUICK PITCHES

MEET THE
EXPERTS

PANELS

PANEL: Investing in Startups: Current
Landscape, Do’s and Don’ts
“Hiring the right people is essential, but also a huge
challenge for small startups, especially when big
companies like Facebook and Google are paying half a
million.They have a monopoly that needs to be broken.”
Albert Wang, Qualcomm Ventures
“If you take huge corporate investment at an early
stage, you need to really understand long term
implication because it’s a huge risk. Corporate
investment has the the chance of being a chronic
disease but not a life-threatening disease.”
Chris Neumann, Commonwealth Ventures
QUICK PITCHES:
“We develop enterprise chatbots for customer
support and scheduling information. We use DL
for computer vision in people detection,
customer demographics and other areas.”
BonsAI Tech
“By using AI in mineral targeting we can find
mineral deposits much faster and cheaper. Our
exploration expenditure is $140k compared to
an approximate $600m of other methods.”
EarthAI
“We use AI to supercharge informational video;
we do deep indexing on the video and mention
all the key concepts covered in the video.”
VideoKen

TECHNICAL LABS STAGE
Throughout day 2 of the summit, these intensive and highly technical workshops provided practical
opportunities to learn new skills and approaches to challenges. Each session took a deep dive into
STARTUP SESSION
problems and learn, hands on, how to tackle them in your business or research.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

Yuandong Tian,
Research Scientist
and Manager,
Facebook AI
Research (FAIR)

Building Scalable Framework and Environment of
Reinforcement Learning
Yuandong introduced FAIR’s recent open-sourced ELF platform:
efficient, lightweight and flexible frameworks to facilitate DRL
research, and demonstrated its’ scalability.
“Games are a great test bed for reinforcement learning, this is
because there is an infinite supply of fully labelled data, it's low
cost per sample and faster than real-time.”

Building On-prem GPU Training Infrastructure
The session focused on how to provide your team with GPU
training infrastructure at a variety of scales, from a single
shared multi-GPU system to a cluster for distributed training.
“There’s a bias towards actually having some hardware, but I
know that OpenAI spends more money on their hardware
infrastructure for their researchers than they do for their
salaries.”

Chris Fregley,
Founder,
Pipeline AI

Stephen Balaban,
Co-Founder & CEO,
Lambda Labs

End-to-End Continuous ML in Production with PipelineAI,
Spark ML, TensorFlow AI, PyTorch, Kafka, TPUs, & GPUs
Chris ran participants through a hands-on demos to power AIfirst Enterprises. He used PipelineAI on 4 techniques:
1. Continuous Validation (V)
2. Continuous Optimizing (O)
3. Continuous Training (T)
4. Continuous Explainability (E).
These techniques have been proven to maximize pipeline
efficiency, minimize pipeline costs, and increase pipeline insight
at every stage .

Imagination-Based AI: Envision the Future Beyond DL
Participants were introduced to a powerful class of modeling
languages that extend DL through a three layer architecture.
Sridhar Mahdevan,
The workshop included a deep dive into the underlying
Director, Data Science,
modeling languages, as well as hands-on demonstrations of
Adobe Research
how to use these new emerging tools in a diverse range of
practical real-world problems.

CONNECT STAGE
Aimed at both attendees looking for an introduction to Deep Learning, and experts seeking new talent
to build their team, the Connect Stage offered the opportunity to build your network and your future.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

PRESENTATIONS

WORKSHOPS

PANELS

PRESENTATION:
Curiosity Driven Learning, a Promising
Strategy in Deep Reinforcement Learning
Thomas Simonini
DL Engineer
Deep Reinforcement
Learning Course

“Agents struggle to adapt to new levels on games. They
are far far more effective in familiar states, such as in
Super Mario Bros. Agents are able to complete
extremely difficult games using deep reinforcement
learning.”

PANEL:
Industry or Academia - Helping Students
Decide What Next
Lubomir Bourdev
Co-Founder & CEO
WaveOne

“Do not be influenced by your surroundings. Do not
think that just because you have a PHD in Machine
Learning, you have to stick with it. Look outside your
expected route.”

PANEL:
How do we Encourage Women to Join Careers
in STEM and What are the Next Steps?
Catherine Lu
Principal
Spike Ventures

Alicia Kavelaars
Co-Founder & CTO
OffWorld

“When I used to go to Math Club at School, I would be
the only girl there. It is really great that this is slowly
changing.”

“I think it's very important that when you want to
pursue something including STEM you just need to
pursue it and know that you're going to achieve it.”

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY STAGE
Both researcher and industry leaders joined this stage to explore the latest progressions in AI to solve
some of the world’s biggest challenges. Sessions varied and were suitable for both technical and nontechnical attendees.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

PRESENTATIONS

PANELS
Many of the problems being solved by AI right now are
not high risk. Forest wildfire management, however, is an
area that can make a positive impact on a global level.
We’re using AI to manage, predict and control forest
fires. If you can predict the risk level of a fire, you can
decide whether or not to let it burn. We’re using
simulators as base truth for training the model - this can
save millions of dollars of taxpayer money.
Mark Crowley, University of Waterloo

98% of what we make, ends up in a landfill, 82% of what
we use can be recycled. That doesn't make sense. We’ve
created a sensor on the trash can that uses object
detection to direct people split up their trash into the
appropriate bins. This can automate waste audits for
buildings, direct janitors to the floors that are most
needing of their services, gather data about food
consumption for restaurant chains, all whilst helping the
environment.
Hasan Murad, Intuitive AI

Reefs are akin to the rainforests of the ocean. In the last
30 years, coral coverage has declined by 80% in the
Caribbean. There are 2 categories of causation, one is
local, such as agricultural, the other is global challenges
like warming, the sea becoming more acidic etc., so
there are lots of factors to consider. We’re working with
CoralNet which is a trove of data, both labelled and
unlabeled, and great playground for ML.
David Kriegman, UCSD

EDUCATION & AI STAGE
Encouraging the next generation into AI, this stage connected and educated attendees, aiming to
inspire the industry of tomorrow. The focus was on collaborative discussions on inspiring and
educating students to explore STEM.

SESSIONS INCLUDED

PRESENTATIONS

RISING STARS

PANELS

RISING STAR FEATURE:
Disrupting Education with ML
Jerry Qu
Innovator
The Knowledge
Society (TSK)

17-year-old Jerry has built numerous ML solutions, from an app
that enables the visually impaired to better understand their
world, to simulating self driving cars.
“We should use technology to create curriculums using ML which
can understand knowledge (within the curriculum). Curriculums
do not develop efficiently without machine learning.”

RISING STAR FEATURE:
Can we Learn to Learn?
Bonnie Li
Bonnie is is working on fundamental research in Reinforcement
Research Intern &
Learning at Mila under Yoshua Bengio.
ML Developer
“Advancements in education and AI are very helpful, they have
The Knowledge
allowed me, a 17 year old, to get into the field and do many
Society (TSK)
experiments! You would think that we are well on the way to AGI
with DRL however it is important to note still the inability of
machines to adapt and generalize.”

Tess Posner
CEO
AI4ALL

PANEL:
Changemakers in AI - Young People using AI for Good
Tess is focused on increasing equity and inclusion in the tech
economy. 3 high school-age AI4ALL alumni joined Tess’s panel bout
what drew them to AI, how they’re using AI in their own work now,
and what they anticipate for the future:
"AI is having a diversity crisis. As such a transformative technology,
it is important that we approach it inclusively in the beginning.”

INTERVIEWS & PODCASTS
As well has hosting events, RE•WORK has a
catalogue of online resources with White Papers,
video interviews, our blog, and the Women in AI
podcast. At each event, we chat with speakers
and industry experts who share their expertise.

Cathy Pearl, Head Conversation
Design Outreach, Google
Joining us for the fourth year, Cathy shared her
journey over the past year from Sense.ly to
Google and everything in between. She shared
her thoughts on the current flaws of AI
assistants as well as progressions she is
working towards in her role.

We’re always open to new collaborations and
love hearing from attendees and speakers alike.
If you are working on something you think would
be valuable to our content hub, don’t hesitate to
get in touch with Yaz: yhow@re-work.co

Adam Cheyer, Co-Founder & VP
Engineering, Viv Labs/Samsung
Interviewed by Ahmed Razek, Adam spoke
about the evolution of AI assistants and the
potential of them becoming “as big as the web
or mobile” Now that they're used ‘billions of
times a week’, the potential is huge in both
personal and professional use.

Dimitri Kanevsky, Researcher,
Google

Chelsea Finn, Research Scientist,
Google Brain & Berkeley AI Research

Dimitri discussed his work in speech recognition
to improve communication for hearing impaired
individuals. He shared that in he was honored at
the White House as a Champion of Change for
his efforts to advance access to science,
technology, engineering, and math.

Speaking about her work in meta learning, Chelsea
explained that ‘we want a robot to be able to learn
a new task from something it’s never seen before
from a single demonstration and to be able to
perform the task in an environment it’s never seen
before.’

Anna Bethke, Head of AI for Social
Good, Intel

Thomas Simonini, Founder, The Deep
Reinforcement Learning Course

“We're looking at an image classifier and they
were looking at Husky dogs - they looked to see
what and why made it classified as that. It looked
at the snow. So what happens now if we have a
Labrador in the snow, or a Husky on a beach?
We need to make sure the training is more
generalized to be unbiased.”

Interviewed by RE•WORK, Thomas explained his
workshop at the summit: Agents are able to
complete extremely difficult games using deep
reinforcement learning. “Agents struggle to
adapt to new levels on games. They are far far
more effective in familiar states.”

WHAT’S NEXT?
Video presentations will soon be available online and you
can access them here. On our video hub we also have
extensive playlists from our past events.

Subscribe to the Women in AI Podcast to hear the latest
episodes and learn from influential women working in AI.

READ MORE

Read More

Read More

Read More

Read More

Read More

UPCOMING EVENTS
LONDON, MARCH 19 - 20, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 19
Deep Learning in Finance Summit, 19 - 20
BOSTON, MAY 21 - 24, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 21
Deep Learning for Robotics Summit, 23 - 24
Deep Learning for Healthcare Summit, 23 - 24
Deep Learning Summit, 23 - 24
SAN FRANCISCO, JUNE 18 - 21, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 18
Deep Reinforcement Learning Summit, 20 - 21
Applied AI Summit, 20 - 21
AI for Good Summit, 20 - 21

LONDON, SEPT 19 - 20, ’19
AI in Retail & Advertising Summit
Deep Learning Summit
AI Assistant Summit
MONTREAL, OCT 22 - 55, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 22
Deep Learning Summit, 24 - 25
SAN FRANCISCO, JAN 20 - 24, ’20
Women in AI Dinner, 20
Deep Learning Summit, 23 - 24

NEW YORK, SEPT 3 - 6, ’19
Women in AI Dinner, 3
AI in Finance Summit, 5 - 6

View our complete calendar of events, and register now for upcoming summits here. For ticket
enquiries, contact John: john@re-work.co
Want to contribute to our online or live event content? Email Yaz: yhow@re-work.co

